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Dear Future Partner,

Through this partner file I would like you to get to know Formula Electric  
Belgium. Our mission is to develop an electric race car during the academic 
year. This includes the design, construction, testing and optimisation 
of the car. During all of these steps, our motto remains the same:  
“Green Innovation meets performance”.

With this race car, we take part in the international Formula Student competitions 
where we compete against other teams from all around the world. In the summer of 
2019 we want to participate in the electric class. with our brand-new race-car.

We cannot achieve our mission all by ourselves. To build an innovative car each year 
we rely on a network of various partners. This cooperation is not only important for the 
team, but also for the partners themselves this is a valuable experience. Therefore 
we are always looking for partners with whom we can guarantee the success of the 
project together.

In this partnerfile we offer you an overview of the project and possibilities to participate.

We look forward to a splendid collaboration with you

Willem T’Hooft
Team Manager – Formula Electric Belgium

Introduction
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Formula Electric Belgium consists out of 22 postgraduate students engineering technology at 
KU Leuven. Each year, they are fully committed to the design and development of their electric 
race car. The team is reinforced by thesis students who do the necessary research on multiple 
innovative technologies which can be implemented in the car the same year or in the future. 
Furthermore, a number of professional bachelor students of the Thomas More university college 
cooperate on the realization of the race car. In total, the team consists out of 31 driven students 
to finish this impressive project successfully.

In order to realize the different parts of the car, the team is divided into a Chassis, 
Powertrain, Software and Electronics department. Next to that, the Chief Engineer takes 
care of the coordination and the integration of these components into the actual race car. 
The Marketing department is responsible for the business and press relations, while the 
operations department provides logistic support. Last but not least, the R&D department 
researches new, innovating technologies that can be implemented in this car or in the future. 
 
 
 
 

 
In all of these departments, the different team members interact with the partners. 
The close collaboration with the partners and the complexity of the project forms the ideal 
experience for their professional future careers.
Next to technical knowledge, they also develop their organizational and commercial skills. It 
should not be surprising that more than 50% of our alumni are employed by the different partners 
of the team.

Arthur Coppieters

POWERTRAIN
Jasper Verbruggen

CHASSIS
Jasper Verbruggen

MARKETING R&D

TEAM MANAGER

ELECTRONICS

Willem T’Hooft Arno Geysen

Thomas Meyers

CHIEF ENGINEER
Stijn Verheyen

SOFTWARE & CONTROLS

Peter Sacharias

OPERATIONS
Jelle Vanton

Team
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Team

Lorenz Van Damme
Nicola Sanders
Victor Nuttens
Brent Ooms
Natan Naert
Cedric Cuypers
Gianni Claes
Robbe Commissaris
Tiebe Miseur
Louisa Vantieghem

Bram Robberechts
Joppe Weustenraad
Jordi Van de Velde
Stijn Verheyen
Willem T’Hooft
William Wauters
Wout Scheerlinck
Yentl Frickx
Ruben Vanhoof
Ward Lindekens

Wegner Maarten
Lennert Didden
Bjarne Imbrechts
Vincent Schepkens
Ben Cardinaels
Pauwel Coenen
Stef Delaet
Giel Peeters
Bert Van Berwaer
François Piette
Hendrik Vandeput
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“Within the Formula Electric Belgium team, I helped to build the race cars Areion and Eve. 
Those two years I could enjoy the construction of the chassis and the chair of composites. It 
was the dynamic combination of my youthful enthusiasm and the technological knowledge of 
the partner companies which led to extraordinary innovations. It was most exciting to be able 
to go from a concept to a finished product. I am still very proud of having realized the chair of 
a thermoplast composite material. The same theme can be found in my own development: I 
have grown from someone who belongs to the concept of the average student to a unique 
product. After my time I spent with the Formula Electric Belgium team, I stayed in touch with the 
partners and I am employed by Sonaca and enjoy my work as Product and Quality Engineer.”

Jef Delbroek
Alumni Formula Electric Belgium

FROM CONCEPT
        TO PRODUCT

Team
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As part of Postgraduate Programme in Innovation and Entrepeneurship in engineering of the KU 
Leuven, which is offered at campuses all over Flanders, engineering students learn how to work 
with the industry in a professional way and they get to know the entrepreneurship world. These 
students form their own personal education program in pursuit of their own interests and focus on 
the development of innovative and personal competencies. Not only technical disciplines but also 
the broader disciplines and soft-skills are gained.  Moreover, they choose an innovative project 
which forms the core of their postgraduate.

Formula Electric Belgium is one of these innovation projects in which the team members work 
independently during a whole year. The success of the project depends fully on the commitment 
and the dedication of the students. Formula Electric Belgium shows a lot of similarities with a 
technologic start-up. The members have the responsibility to create structure, make sure the 
project gets the necessary financial support and monitor every aspect of the start-up.
The team consist out of master students industrial engineering from Campus Group T Leuven and 
KU Leuven technology Campus De Nayer. A team of bachelor students Car Technique, Electronics 
ICT and Design & Production Technology of the Thomas More University College take care of the 
production for different parts of car.  For both these groups, ‘Innovating Entrepreneurship’ is the 
central theme.

Campuses where the Postgraduate Programme in Innovation and Entrepeneurship in 
engineering is offered

INNOVATING ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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We are cocreator and member of Technovation Hub  

Technovation Hub is a non-profit organisation that assembles innovative and high-tech 
studentprojects, like Formula Electric Belgium and brings support by assisting them and offering 
advice. The members of Technovation Hub are enthousiast engineering students, researchers 
and company’s. 

The support offered by Technovation Hub is mainly on a financial, juridical, administrative, 
safety and health level. This service comes trought thanks to a collaboration with enterprise and 
educational partners. Examples of what Technovation Hub offers is the interest free lending of 
financial assets and offering free judirical advice 
 
Besides, Technovation Hub is a forum for studentprojects, higher education and the workfield. 
Due to the project-crossing behaviour and the sustainable cooperation a large network of 
industrial partners and like mindend people. Technovation Hubs biggest asset is to tackle 
entrepreunring matters together. 

The combination of bespoke service and a strong network provides an enviroment in which 
engineeringstudents really can start entrepreneuring.

Technovation Hub was founded with the help in KU Leuven.

TECHNOVATION HUB
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GREEN INNOVATION
        meets PERFORMANCE

Formula Electric Belgium

... is a team of highly motivated postgraduate students, master students and bachelors from 
all over Flanders, who collaborate as a team in order to design and to build an electric race 
car in a period of nine months. 

... participates in different international competitions organised by Formula Student. 

… offers their cars to partners in order to test the infrastructure and to demonstrate new 
technological developments.

... processes the available knowledge into educative and informative packages in order to 
promote technique and sciences emphasising electrical mobility.

... promotes the available technology of its partners of the project to the academic and 
industrial world through different events.

MISSION
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We live in a world of constant changes, where the pace of the technological progress accelerates 
daily and where the economic competitiveness becomes more and more central for big as well as 
for small companies. At the same time, these companies are being confronted with a growing list of 
ecological and social challenges which have to be taken into account.

The demand for capable, highly  educated employees who can and dare to face these challenges 
is greater than ever before. The time that on the resume of an average applicant only technical 
competencies are listed is over. Now, also entrepreneurship, soft skills and hands-on experience 
are high on the list of skills wanted.

Formula Electric Belgium forms a platform for engineering students to emerge into the world of 
innovation and entrepreneurship. By realizing  the same goal in an autonomic way in a team, they 
force themselves to work in an interdisciplinary environment and transgress professions. The 
project gives the students the chance to grow into experienced engineers who have both practical 
knowledge and an arsenal of soft skills. Next to that, we are also promoting electric mobility and 
providing a test platform for innovative technologies.

VISION
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2012

2013

2014

LRT 02
Mass                     340kg
Acceleration            4,1s

UTM I
Mass                      300kg
Acceleration             4,1s

UTM II
Mass                     290kg
Acceleration            4,1s

2015

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

AREION
Mass                     340kg
Acceleration            4,1s

EVE
Mass                      260kg
Acceleration             3.2s

JUNE
Mass                     230kg
Acceleration            2.7s

Umicore Luna
Mass                        213kg
Acceleration              2.7s

2016

Umicore Isaac
Mass                        217kg
Acceleration              2.7s  

2017

Umicore Nova
Mass                        203kg
Acceleration              2.6s

2018

Umicore Pulse
Mass                       203kg
Acceleration              2.6s
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Formula  Electric Belgium originates from the collaboration of two Belgian Formula Student teams: 
Formula Group T from Leuven and Thomas More Innovation from Sint-Katelijne-Waver. These two 
teams built their first race car in 2011. For three seasons, they participated separately in the different 
competitions. 
In 2015, the  decision was made to combine forces and to go into battle as one Formula Electric 
Belgium team. The Umicore LUNA is the first car that resulted from this collaboration. The Umicore 
ISAAC is the second and Umicore NOVA the third car built by Formula Electric Belgium. With Umicore  
NOVA we achieved our best performance ever, being third on de dynamics events in FS Hungary. 
Last year we won First Prize for the design of Umicore Pulse at the Formula Student Competition in 
the Czech Republic. This year we’re aiming to keep the team on the podium by implementing some 
innovative systems on our car.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
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Formula Student is a platform for the next generation of world class engineers. It is Europe’s most 
prestigious engineering competition for students and it is organized by SAE International. The goal 
of the competition is to make real innovating and enterprising engineers out of young students. 

Formula Student challenges university teams worldwide to design and build their own car in only 
nine months. The performance of the car and the quality of the team get evaluated during static and 
dynamic events. To complete this mission successfully, the team has to work together and think of 
creative solutions for the problems given by the judges. An additional difficulty is completing the 
whole project within a certain budget and time.

Formula Student

... is a quality engineering project which is greatly appreciated by universities and companies. 
It is an important addition to the curriculum of the student.

... is considered by the industry as the ideal opportunity to meet engineering students during 
their transition from the university to the commercial workplace.

... is the paragon of real world experience.

A Formula Student event is not only a race against the clock where the first one to cross the finish 
line is the winner. During several days the teams are subjected to different tests. A team can set 
its goal for a sublime result for one of the tests or go for the best all-round result. The events are 
divided up into two categories: static end dynamic events. All participating teams can join in the 
static events. To compete in the dynamic events, the teams have to qualify during a very strict 
safety check called ‘scrutineering’.

FORMULA STUDENT
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Dynamic events

Skid Pad
The self-built cars drive on a track in the shape of an eight. The cars demonstrate with a fast lap 
how much lateral acceleration they can generate.

 Acceleration
This event focuses on the performance of the powertrain and the capability of the suspension to 
result in the highest possible tire grip. The result of this test is the time needed to accelerate from 
standstill to 75m.

Autocross
Here the driving dynamics and handling qualities of the race car are being tested on a course of 
about one kilometer through straights and curves.

Endurance
Over a distance of 22 kilometers the cars have to prove their durability under long-term conditions. 
Acceleration, speed, handling, dynamics, efficiency, reliability... the cars have to prove it all.

Static events

Design
Students clarify to a group of judges the specific choice for used materials, different components 
and the self-developed systems. A strong focus is put on how the design fills in the specific market 
needs.

Business plan presentation
The teams present their business plan for an assumed manufacturer represented by the judges. With 
this business plan, they want to convince them to buy their car. The content, structure, organization 
and performance of the presentation are judged.

Cost and Sustainability 
For this event, the team has to make an accurate calculation of the total cost of their race vehicle. 
An entire BOM of car has to be made and we have  to clarify what investments were made and 
which added value this gives to the car. Additionally, they have to show that sustainability has been 
taken into consideration when choosing the components.

FORMULA STUDENTFORMULA STUDENT
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Formula Electric Belgium creates a network of students, companies and research institutions. 
At the moment, the team disposes of a network of more than 130 supporting companies, part-
ners and industrial contacts. This network will be deployed further in view of innovative oppor-
tunities and the development of a synergy between education and industry on one hand and 
between the partners on the other. Each form of communication of Formula Electric Belgium, 
be it through digital and social media, events and exhibitions, always refers to the relation with 
its partners. Furthermore, press releases are being sent at regular times in order to report over 
the status of the project. Each form of communication is always adapted to the target public.

MEDIA
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Having successfully built our second four-wheel drive race car with an unique cooling system and 
a 6 damper suspension system. We are this year aiming at getting our car lighter and more reliable. 
This includes further optimising our new high power PCB system, a new production technique
for the aeropackage, researching the effect of an inerter and the possibility of making our own 
carbon rims.

The aerodynamic package will  get a minor make-over to increase downforce and reduce drag 
over the entire car. The aero departmant will focus on making a diffuser this year. We will also make 
big strides forward to improve the suspension and thus the handling of our new car with our com-
pletely new suspension setup. The vehicle dynamics software and sensor data gathered by the 
array of sensors placed all over the car will help us to achieve an optimal suspension setup.

Further developments will be made to the new four-wheel drive system to the new four-wheel drive  
system to fine-tune the torque vectoring software and give the car perfect handling. Live-teleme-
try will also be implemented so that the car can be monitored in real-time.

Finally, a team of 12 master students will be researching new, innovative and state of the art
technologies to make future cars even more competitive.  Within the nearby future the idea of 
participating in the driverless competition with a second car.    
This research also requires the help of industrial partners to achieve our common goal.  

FUTURE
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Formula Electric Belgium is an independent project in which industrial engineering students 
from KU Leuven participate in the Formlula Student competition. This will be conducted in the 
context of a Postgraduate Programme in Innovation and Entrepeneurship in engineering. The 
support of partners is needed to collectively achieve the team’s goal.

Formula Electric Belgium searches for utmost needed financial and material sponsorships. This 
kind of support is needed for the purchase of critical components, the assembly of the car, 
organization within the team and the registration of the different competitions. The material 
support will be converted to its resale value which can be categorized and compared to financial 
support.

The relation with our partners 
means more than only a financial 
resource. As partner, you will be 
an associate  within this project. 
Our success will be your success!  
 
Formula Electric Belgium works 
with different partner levels. 
There is a specific return which 
is offered per level. A difference 
is made between financial 
support and material support. If 
a company is willing to give us 
more financial support than the 
highest level, that specific return 
can be subject of discussion. 

from 500 euro

from 1500 euro

from 5000 euro

from 10 000 euro

from 20 000 euro

up to 3000 euro

from 3000 euro

from 10 000 euro

from 20 000 euro

from 40 000 euro

Supporter

Regular

Bronze

Silver

Gold 

PARTNER LEVEL FINANCIAL SUPPORT MATERIAL SUPPORT

COLLABORATION
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On events

Receive invitations

Presswall (used to build our stand)

Logo in digital slideshow

Distribution of own promotion material

Demonstration of own products

Receive poster

Receive newsletter
Logo in the sponsorkit (presentation, brochure)

Logo on invitation

Website: partnerlist

Logo on poster

Website: explanation enterprise and products

Logo on project car

Logo on back side of team clothing*

Logo on front side of team clothing*

Logo in Newsletter

Website: Logo on homepage

SUPPORTER REGULAR BRONZE SILVER GOLD

B2B promotion

Continous promotion

Publicity
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Exclusive promotion

Renting racecar for 500 euros  
(excl. transportation costs)

Renting racecar for free one time

Presentation on network evening

Presentation by Formula Electric 
 Belgium at the partner company

Advertisement in newsletter

Putting vacancies on Group T website 

Stand for your enterprise on Group T Entrepreneursday

Recruitment

ü

ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

üü

*Team clothing includes: T-shirt, polo and sweater

RETURN



CONTACT 

Formula Electric Belgium  
Commscope  

Diestsesteenweg 692  
3010 Kessel-lo 

info@formulaelectric.be

TEAM MANAGER            Willem T’Hooft 
+32 475 62 17 35                 willem.thooft@formulaelectric.be 
  
HEAD OF MARKETING Joppe Weustenraad 
+32 477 48 22 27  joppe.weustenraad@formulaelectric.be


